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Chapter Three
The events of the last New Moon definitely silenced all the naysayers. For
the witnesses, it was a horror like none they could have ever imagined. They
had each lived to tell the tale a thousand times over, and not once did they
recollect the details without it sending a shudder through their hearts. Even
for Eyanka, the story would have bordered on superstition if the accounts
from multiple witnesses were not consistent. It was yet again another New
Moon festival, but with all that had happened, the spirit of festivity was all
but dead.
The King tried to maintain a sense of calm and normalcy, but no amount of
free palm wine could lift the tension in the air. Through the bonfire and the
wild beating of drums, the stench of impending death hung in the air.
Who would it be this time?
While the rest of the village was distracted by the pretence of celebration,
the King met with his council.
“She cannot be killed by our blades,” said one of the councilmen.
“Perhaps we can capture her with fishing nets,” another suggested.
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“The witnesses said she walked right through the walls of a hut and disappeared into nothing. Our fishing nets are useless.”
“We are all doomed! We are all doomed!” One man blurted in panic.
“Silence!” barked the King.
The room fell quiet. All this time the King had been waiting for the High Priest
to speak but he had said nothing.
“High Priest, what do you suggest we do? Or are you not the man to speak on
matters of the worlds beyond?”
The High Priest cleared his throat as he tried to gather his thoughts. He would
have confessed to being as clueless as the next man in the room, but at a
time like this, voicing his helplessness was not an option. Of what use would
he be to the King and the village if he declared himself impotent in the face
of such spirits. It was a burden of expectation every priest had to carry. As
far as everyone was concerned, he was in direct communication with realms
beyond where he could access powers mere mortals could only imagine.
“We must…”
“He has nothing to offer! We cannot trust anything he says.” The new General
appointed to replace the Executioner cut in.
“Silence! Let him speak.” The King commanded.
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The High Priest avoided the new General’s eyes as he spoke. The General was
not one to trust anything he could not verify for himself. In his opinion, the
words of the High Priest were no more than figments of the man’s own imagination. He watched him begrudgingly.
“I have already prepared ten charms that will make her susceptible to your
machetes. You only need strike her once and death will surely follow.”
“And how are we supposed to find her in the first place?” A councilman asked.
“I suppose you expect us to march right into the forest.” The General said.
The High Priest said nothing.
The King sat in silence, deliberating the matter before him. After the death of
the Executioner and former General, he couldn’t shake the feeling of something dark encroaching on his doorstep. He wasn’t sure how conscious the
moon reaper was, but if she had come for her executioner, surely, she wasn’t
just out to kill at random. There was something calculated about her method
and that meant he had to be somewhere on her list. From his deductions, if
not anything else, he had to stop her from entering the village. That was his
priority. If it meant sending his warriors into the Ingiga Forest, then so be it.
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“General, you will take the charm from the High Priest and you will lead the
charge into the forest. We must get to her before she gets to us.”
The General sought the gaze of the Priest but it was not forthcoming.
“With all due respect my King, we don’t even know if these charms will work,”
he protested.
“Do you doubt the power of the gods? The gods that have kept you and your
forefathers before you,” the High Priest countered.
“Perhaps, you will not mind coming along with us then. You will stay right by
my side and I will guarantee your safety. Not unless of course she remains
impervious to the strike from my machete.”
All eyes were now on the High Priest. It was time for him to prove himself. A
faded picture of the beheading from so many years ago flashed before his
mind, and with it; a shudder he could not resist.
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“Very well then, have it your way,” the High Priest accepted. He was shaking
with fear to the core of his being, but he would be dead before he would let
the people that believed in him see his fear.
The King rose from his throne. “Then it is decided. I am counting on you,” he
moved his eyes to the General and then the High Priest, “both of you.”
Without another word the King and his personal guards left the council
meeting and everyone else followed. Before the General made his way out, he
stopped by the High Priest.
“For your sake, I hope the gods are in your favour. Because if you are wrong
about this, I will kill you long before she gets the chance to. I promise you
this.”
When the celebration was over, silence befell the village. The streets were
barren to even the presence of livestock. All the men slept on the doorsteps
inside their huts in their bid to protect their family. Most didn’t even sleep at
all but stayed up with whatever weapon they could fashion. Of course the stories held that steel was of no consequence to the reaper, but the alternative
of waiting empty handed was not an option for most. At the very least, they
wanted to die fighting.
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***
The forest was strangely cold and misty all year round. The croaks of frogs
and hooting of owls broke the silence with the occasional rustle of leaves as
bats flew in and out in search of fruits to eat.
“No matter what happens, we do not break formation,” the General said.
The group of nine formed a circle with their backs to each other. It was the
only way of making sure they had eyes in all directions at all times. The High
Priest was allowed to stay in the centre for his own safety. The light from
their torches didn’t illuminate much, but it was better than nothing.
“Ahhh, my…” The soldier never got to finish his sentence. Before they could
turn around to see what had caused him to scream, he was already gone.
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“Where did he go?” One soldier asked, swinging his torch around wildly.
“Focus! No time for that now.” The General barked.
They swung their gaze to every conceivable corner of the forest but found
nothing.
“She’s in the…”
She took the second body.
At this point panic had set in way too much for them to maintain formation.
The soldiers broke rank and began to swing their machete aimlessly, waving
their torches around in search of the unseen enemy.
“She’s in the ground!’ One soldier yelled as he noticed a certain pattern where his comrades had been standing.
The others began to frantically stab the earth with their machetes but the
efforts were at best wasteful. After the initial wave of panic was over, they
settled into their fears and readied their mind for the worst.
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An eruption from the ground revealed the first soldier’s head and soon after,
another exposed what was left of his corpse. The reapers signature bite marks
were evident on the neck but this was not the time for a close up inspection.
No one wanted to say it for fear of shame in the face of battle, but they all
knew there was no escaping this forest, not if they tried to fight anyway.
“She knows we have this charm! She won’t even let us hit…”
And just like that, they laid their eyes on her for the first time. Her appearance was so sudden it couldn’t have been possible if she did not materialize
from thin air. She reached straight into the soldier’s chest shattering his rib
cage on her way in. Before he could comprehend what was happening to him,
she grabbed his beating heart and ripped it out of his body before squeezing
it to a pulp.
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The General had hoped for a battle of guts and glory. He would have to wait
for another day.
“Retreat! Retreat, now!’
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Like a shape shifting mass of darkness, she moved to the High Priest and
buried her teeth in his right arm. The General standing right next to them
swung at her with all he had, landing his machete directly on the side of her
neck. She turned to him, briefly unclenching from her prey. It was just enough
time for the General to grab the High Priest him and make a run for it.
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“Retreat, retreat!”
It was only when they made it out that they realized the watcher was already
dead. Trusting the High Priest and his charms was the biggest mistake they
could have possibly made.
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Red Moon Interlude: Part 2 of 6
It was the New Moon festival for the village, but for the slaves, it was business as usual. Now that the rain was near, having them drinking and dancing
in the village square was out of the question. The slave owners couldn’t have
them waking up weak from the palm wine when it was time to get sowing.
While the rest of the village celebrated, the slaves passed the night in their
quarters with only an increased ration of cassava for the festivities. The Little Girl was playing her usual role as quarter’s entertainer. On this occasion
she was impersonating the Prince in his signature pompous manner. She
had her chest stuck out to mimic his protruding posture while walking in the
manliest gait she could muster.
“Slave! Now, to my room...” She waited for laughter to ensue but instead she
was greeted with silence.
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“Are you deaf?” She pointed at her right ear, “I said, to my room, now!” the silence only intensified. It was at this moment she knew something was wrong.
From the frozen looks on their faces she didn’t have to turn around to realize
someone was standing behind her, someone that would not have found any of
this funny at all. Someone in the presence of whom the slaves were too afraid
to be caught laughing. There was only one person it could be. Her heart sank
in fear.
“So you are the funny one?”
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WORDS FROM THE CREATORS

Fear is the Enemy

The late African music legend Fela Kuti pointed out the ills of fear as a motivating factor when he sang
My people self they fear too much
We fear for the thing we no see
We fear for the air around us
We fear to fight for freedom
We fear to fight for liberty
We fear to fight for justice
We fear to fight for happiness
We always get reason to fear
Many argue that as people, we only really have two basic motivating factors,
fear and love. It is easy to see when we act out of love because it is hard to
hide the light, or maybe we don’t get to practice hiding love the way we do
with fear. From a very early age, we begin to master the art of masking fear
because we want to appear strong. This can be seen in times of silence where
we have rather someone else sit in a position of authority, not because they
are more qualified, but because we are too afraid to trust our own thoughts.
Even in matters of conscience, a question of our innermost voice, we would
rather trust religious leaders than rise to the challenge of taking responsibility
for fear of failure. Politically, the same can be seen with the elected and appointed where we ideally standby and follow the same old ship in hopes to arrive at a different destination this next time.
Of course, the challenge of taking responsibility is not easy because it demands that we always act knowing that we would be accountable for outcomes. It is much easier to nod our heads in agreement, to say “this is a prob-

lem for the government, this is an issue my pastor should decide on”, following
is so easy, especially when there is an already established figure of authority
to contend with.
But to quote the Greek philosopher Plato, “one of the penalties that for refusing to participate in politics is that you end up being governed by your inferiors.” We have to ask ourselves if the price of playing the silent follower is
worth it, or if everyone would be better of if we challenged ourselves to always
be part of the decision making process on important manners. The ball is always in our court to speak out when it is necessary, or to hold our tongue in
fear of reproach. The question is, what do we do with it when presented with
opportunity, and what does it speak of us. After all, eventually, we are but the
sum of our intentions and actions. We will die fools who did not know better
and could not do better, cowards who knew better and didn’t do better, or heroes who knew better and acted accordingly.

